True Love

Grand Ayatollah Hosseini Nassab
True Love,
Is the motive of the whole being,
The cause of all creation,
The source of improvement and returning.
To the main destination;
Affection, is the only sapient king,
Who should rule all the nations,
It is the Guardian and Holy angel,
Who insures all relations.

Ayatollah Hosseini Nassab
The heart is like the sky,
But in this ample space,
Only one shining star can be rising.

The heart is like a wide sea,
But in this vasty ocean,
Only one bonny Mermaid is prizing.

A heart fits only one love,
Who capers like the Venus,
It is an empire, an astral world,
Only one emperor is there devising.

By: Ayatollah Hosseini Nassab
True heart is the sanctum of Numen,
There is no circumstance for any odd,
When I love you there is no apprehension,
Ever can be detected in the heart's pod.

Other fears or passions will be deleted,
Dread of Hell,
Dream of Garden of God.
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I do miss you, o my love,
When I watch the flowers,
The sheens of all blossoms,
Reveal you to the lovers;
I recall your sweet words,
When I hear the nightingales,
Their chirping is a symbol,
For your verses and your tales;
All virtues and affections,
Are the signs of your grace,
All attractions in the world,
Are just one ray of your face.
There is no definition for true love.
The love can be never illustrated;
A burning heart,
Through words and phrases.
Never can be glossed and indicated.
The love only by itself sincerely,
By the lovers, can be demonstrated.
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The power of the word

If you teach me, O my Lord!
To use tenderness and word,

There is no need,
To use indeed,
Any musketry and sword,

The rights of all human beings.
Ever will not be ignored,
The nations in all states are,
The same parts of the same horde.
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If I love you,
It is not for dread and apprehension,
It is not for greed and aspiration,
It is not temporal and just a duty,
You are worthy,
You are lovely,
You are not just a gorgeous one,
You’re the source of happiness and beauty.
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The holy religions by all apostles,
Manifest one verity of the life route,
The people of any land or any faith,
Resemble all branches of the same root;
To keep their honour and right,
To have sovereignty and might,
Branches shall be conjunct,
Branches shall be astute.
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The love is like an ocean,
Eternal and limitless,
An unbounded grandeur,
An unending gladness,
The thirst of its drinkers,
Never gets faded or less,
The wealth of this treasure,
is orphic and enormous,
The wishes of the divers,
There are immense and excess.
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The hero is not only,
Who saves himself from waves,
But whose aim is to uncage,
The captives and the slaves;
The honour is to maintain,
True loves and real faves;
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To worship is not only,
Reciting supplications,
Or guarding the rite style;
The virtue is assisting,
A sad and indigent one,
To have yearning and smile;
It is saving an oppressed,
Who has no patron and might,
From injustice and wile.
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Pleasure,
Should be an uninterrupted jubilation;
It is sometimes,
To disuse some pleasures,
Such as intoxication;
An interim glee can be a hurdle,
For stable merriment and elation.
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O my Lord!
You’re the fountain of grandeur,
The cause of excellence, source of the fairness;
The world is an effect of your volition,
You are compassionate and far gracious;
The gorgeous beloveds and shining stars,
Manifest your refulgence and graces.
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The heart is amorous with shiniest sun,
Who is most appealing and bonniest one.
The lovers who rejected this affection,
Never reached their grail and have never won.
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Never is there eternal lovely darling,  
Barring my love that will be unswerving;  
Other pals may be loyal till the death time,  
My beloved ever is allegiant being.
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My beloved doesn't bear to be latent,
This unrivaled sweetheart can't be absent;
My darling is the only one who always,
In essence is immanent and evident.
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The esteem of Love

I am so fascinated with your esteem,
That I am inattentive to any beam,
The world and the hereafter never cause,
Swerving me from what I ever deem.
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You are loyal, I offend you o my love;
You are righteous, I contend you o my love;
You are perfect, I am seeking correctness;
You are pious, I attend you o my love.
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If all my pals desert me I never care,
When I'm with you there is no need to scare,
But if you leave me lonely my dear love,
I will lose all desires and I despair.
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O my love! I’m blessed by your affection,
You have saved me from rue and dejection;
Because your compassion is unlimited.
I demand more passion and intellection.
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O my love! You’re the only source of advent.
The world is just a guide torch that you have sent;
The ray of universe is what you had sent,
The light of your bonny face made you absent.
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Never expect loyalty and allegiance
From gorgeous beloved and cute love,
You shall have tolerance and hardy patience,
Resemble the noble and enduring dove.

By: Ayatollah Hosseini Nassab
The lovesick is never rescued from pain,

Without his love isn’t able to sustain;

This illness forever has no treatment,

But the reunion, if he can obtain.
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The fountain

If I can reach attention of the darling,
I mention the lover's affliction and pain;
You caper cheerfully with your beauty,
He suffers for lack of what he didn't gain;
O hard-hearted! You are his aspiration
He is thirsty for love and you're the fountain.
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The universal sympathy

When you perform prayer and devotion,
The soul of macrocosm will surround you;
The positive energies of the whole being,
Assist you to accomplish what you pursue,
Through this sympathy and coordination,
Achieve your wishes and escape from rue.
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If you show just a ray of your beauty,
The maidens of Eden leave their seduction;
There is no mermaid in all vasty oceans,
Who destroys my passion or make reduction,
I will follow your steps like a servant
Never I leave you and your instruction.
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Great wishes

Try to be the symbol of glory,
Having knowledge, freedom and elation;
We should learn this verity by the Laurie,
The sign of victory and jubilation;
Great wishes create and pave the life route,
To make your destiny and your relation.
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The wine of love doesn't cause satiation,

But enhance your demand and aspiration;

The thirsty for elation will never feel,

Satisfaction to his last respiration.
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Emotions are free and I'm a captive.
Can I be saved from this forcible wave?
The sadness and glee have domination,
Over my esprit and make me slave;
I wish to be free and have the option,
To choose my favorite beloved and fave.
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The sign of true love

The fake and virtual love is a mirage,

Do not deceive the people and do not dodge;

The beloved’s affectations never cause,

Disappointment to right lover and entourage.
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The Reciprocal affection

O my love you’re to me beloved and right;

Please make me the right lover in your sight;

The one-sided relation leads to darkness;

Reciprocal affection will bring light.
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The homeland is where is like your cradle,
You have peace, veneration and gladness;
Who was born on a shipwreck will never wish,
To live in that place or have an access;
The earth is just a town without frontiers;
Never choose a parish which is hazardous.
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I am fond of an unrivaled noble being,
Others are slaves, my beloved is king;
Never I need to seek for temporal loves,
When I have this unique and bonny darling.
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I am loveborn for an endless affection,

But always desperately seek connection,

Do not ask me to ignore this mania,

An unending passion has no rejection.
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My beloved is gorgeous and immortal,
With love of this sweetheart all lovers fall;
Who has been with an angel fascinated,
Renunciates other palls and denies all.
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